Evaluation of cytotoxic properties of organometallic ferrocifens on melanocytes, primary and metastatic melanoma cell lines.
Malignant melanoma is one of the most severe forms of skin cancer, and chemotherapeutic agents currently in use are poorly effective in curing the disease. Here we describe the properties of two organometallic ferrocenyl derivatives, ferrocifen (Fc-OH-Tam) and ferrociphenol (Fc-diOH) that show a specific antiproliferative effect on melanoma cells. After a short incubation period, Fc-OH-Tam is highly cytotoxic on melanoma cells but less toxic on melanocytes. Fc-diOH is slightly toxic at a high concentration but no discrepancy is observed between malignant and normal cells. After a long incubation time the latter is highly toxic for malignant cells but not for normal cells while the former was very highly toxic for primary malignant cells and significantly less toxic for normal cells. We also found that oxidative stress is not implicated in the mechanism of cytotoxicity, since both derivatives neither induce reactive oxygen species (ROS) level in melanocytes nor in melanoma cells. Finally, investigation on hair follicle growth revealed that the two organometallic derivatives induced an irreversible ejection of the hair shaft, thus predicting a potential hair loss side effect if used as a chemotherapeutic treatment.